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Background
o An important problem of casual inference is how to es9mate treatment eﬀects in
observa9onal studies.
o In recent years, propensity score (PS) methods have been widely used because
they can:
1. easily construct matched sets on mul9ple covariates (Dehejia & Wahba, 2002).
2. avoid the model extrapola9on problems in regression (Arpino & Cannas, 2015).
o A poten9al problem: PS methods require a suﬃcient overlap of the propensity
score distribu9ons between the treatment and control groups.
o Previous studies seldom explored how the lack of overlap would inﬂuence the
es9mates of treatment eﬀects.

Research Ques5on
o How does propensity score overlap inﬂuence the es5mates of treatment
eﬀects, in terms of bias and variance?
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o PS methods include: matching, weigh9ng and sub-classiﬁca9on.

Research Ques5on

Design

Results

o Simula9on study
o Factors manipulated:
overlap rate: 0.1, 0.4, 0.7
sample size (treat group): 100, 500, 1000)
sample size ra9o (treat: control): 1:1, 1:3, 1:9
o 27 condi9ons, each replicated 1000 9mes
o Data genera9on:
1. search for covariate parameters to achieve
speciﬁed overlap rates
2. generate covariates for treatment and control
groups separately from normal and binomial
distribu9ons
3. set the true treatment eﬀect and calculate
outcome values using a regression

Analysis Process

o As overlap rate and sample size increases, the
average bias decreases. The trend is
consistent across diﬀerent ra9os (Figure 1).
o At low overlap rates with small sample sizes,

the es9mates are really inaccurate. E.g., at the
overlap rate of 0.1 with treatment group size
of 100 and control group size of 100 , the
average bias is about 84% of the true
treatment eﬀect (Table 1).

o Variance of the treatment eﬀect es9mates
decreases with the increase of overlap rate and
sample size (Table 2).

Analysis
ﬁt a logis9c regression model with covariates as
predictors and treatment assignment as outcome

use the ﬁ[ed model to obtain es9mated
propensity scores

o Key idea: make the treatment and control group as comparable as

possible in the baseline covariates to facilitate an unbiased es9mate of
the treatment eﬀect.

o Steps of propensity score weigh9ng (PSW):
1. iden9fy baseline covariates that could poten9ally bias es9mates of
the treatment eﬀect
2. calculate propensity scores using logis9c regression (or a nonparametric approach) on the baseline covariates
3. change the weights of subjects based on es9mated propensity scores
weigh9ng method: weigh9ng by the odds (WBO)
ei
wi = Ti + (1− Ti )
1− ei
where wi is the weight for subject i, Ti is treatment indicator, ei is the
es9mated propensity score
4. balance check
5. es9mate the treatment eﬀects (Stuart, 2010).
o Overlap: the intersec9on of the propensity score distribu9ons over the
union of the distribu9ons.

calculate overlap rate using es9mated propensity
scores

Figure 1. Rela9onships between bias, sample size and overlap rate.

Discussions
check the consistency between es9mated overlap
rates and speciﬁed overlap rates

Findings:
o At small overlap rates with small sample sizes, the es9mates of PSW are inaccurate and unstable.
Researchers should be cau9ous about using PSW in these condi9ons.
o As sample size and overlap rate increase, the es9mates become more accurate and reliable.

weight the subjects using WBO

Limita5ons:
o The research design did not separate the eﬀects of ra9o and sample size, making it impossible to
examine the eﬀects of sample size ra9o on the es9mates of treatment eﬀects at diﬀerent overlap
rates.

es9mate treatment eﬀects and compare with
true treatment eﬀect

Future direc5ons:
o Explore the eﬀects of propensity score overlap on the treatment eﬀect es9mates using other PS
methods.

